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Chapter 1 

Checklist Questions  Yes/No/Comments       

Is the speaker:  

Speaking clearly and audibly?     

Communicating clearly?     

Making appropriate pauses?     

Speaking in pictures?     

Using clearly arranged, short sentences?     

Focusing on and respecting the listeners?     

Emphasizing in an interesting manner?     

Choosing clear, intelligible words?     

Passionate and enthusiastic about the topic?     

Being personal?     
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Chapter 2.3 

Checklist Questions  Notes       

Do I know who my contact person is?     

Do I know how much time I have for my speech?     

Do I know the general agenda?     

Do I know my place on the agenda?     

Do I know where the presentation is to take place?     

Do I know what the layout of the room is? Can I 
change it to suit my needs?  

   

Do I know what visual equipment is available? Do I 
know what I have to take along?  

   

Do I know if there are power-plugs and leads for visual 
aids?  

   

Do I know how long the entire occasion is planned for?     

Do I know whether I precede or follow other 
speakers?  

   

Does someone introduce me, or will I have to do it 
myself?  
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Chapter 2.4 

Checklist Questions  Comments       

Who is my audience?     

What is their level of education? Does it matter?     

What is their age-group? Does it matter?     

What is their gender? Does it matter?     

What is their occupation? Does it matter?     

Will I speak to people in higher positions or status to 
me?  

   

Will I speak to people subordinate to me?     

Is the audience for, against, or neutral towards my 
message?  

   

Do they have to make a commitment or decision after 
the talk?  

   

Am I aware of any attitudes, values, or feelings that 
might influence how the audience perceives my talk?  

   

Is my topic controversial?     
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Chapter 3 

STEP 1 (a): Do you know what your broad goal 
is?  

Yes/No/Notes       

To inspire?     

To persuade?     

To inform?     

To sell?     

To enable?     

STEP 1 (b): Have you researched your topic?  Check  

Have you brainstormed your first ideas (possible 
content)?  

   

Have you drawn a mind map?     

STEP 2: What is your central theme?  Notes  

What would you consider as the central theme of your 
speech?  

   

STEP 3: Is your power statement obligatory or 
enabling?  

Yes/No/Notes  

Do you have a power statement?     

Is it an obligatory power statement?     

i.e., My audience, . . . (fill in a description of your 
audience):  
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. . . needs to hear the message about . . . (fill in the 
core message):  

   

Why? Because . . . (fill in why they will benefit from this 
message):  

   

or . . .  Yes/No/Notes  

Is it an enabling power statement?     

i.e., My audience . . . (fill in a description of your 
audience):  

   

. . . should be able to . . . (fill in what you would like 
them to be able to do by the end of your speech):  

   

How? By . . . (fill in how they should be able to do it by 
the end of your speech):  

   

STEP 4: Have you planned the main points for your speech? What are they?  

   

   

   

   

   

STEP 5: Have you planned which resources to use (visuals, examples, stories, etc.) and how to use 
them to give colour to your speech?  

What are they?  How will you use each one?  
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Chapter 4 

Checklist Questions  Check  

I – Do you create interest?     

N – Do you create the need to pay attention?     

T – Have you remembered to state your topic?     

R – Do you mention the range or overview of the main points?     

O – Do you have a clear objective?     

 

Fundamental Question  Yes/No/Notes       

Is your closing satisfying and obvious?     
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Chapter 5 

Checklist Questions  Check  

Are they readable at an arm’s length?     

Do they contain one main point per page?     

Are your pages numbered?     

Can you glance at your notes and know exactly what you want to say next?     

Will you be able to maintain good eye contact with your audience?     
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Chapter 6 

S O L E R  Check  

S – Does the posture communicate confidence?     

S – Does the leg work communicate confidence?     

S – Does the movement of the stance communicate confidence?     

O – Do the arms communicate openness?     

O – Do the legs communicate openness?     

O – Are the gestures calm and purposeful?     

L – Does the audience perceive that the speaker is comfortable with the leading role as speaker?     

E – Does the speaker maintain comfortable and balanced eye contact with various members of the 
audience?  

   

E – Does the mime or facial expression communicate friendliness?     

R – Is the general expression relaxed?     

R – Is the person relaxed enough to manage effective breathing? Is the relaxation exercise being 
done?  
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Chapter 7 

Checklist Questions  Check  

Have you checked your attitude towards your audience? 
Is it appreciation? 
Are you grateful for the opportunity to share your knowledge?  

   

Have you done your relaxation exercise to release physical tension?  
Sit on a chair. 
Make your fists into balls. 
Press your fists vigorously into your hips. 
At the same time, tighten your stomach muscles. 
Hold for 1 minute or longer, if you can. 

   

Have you done your relaxation exercise to release physical tension?  
Sit on a chair. 
Make your fists into balls. 
Press your fists vigorously into your hips. 
At the same time, tighten your stomach muscles. 
Hold for 1 minute or longer, if you can. 

   

Are you doing deep breathing exercise to release inner tension?  
Sit on a chair. 
Lower your head towards your chest. 
Slowly, lower your spine and upper body towards the floor. 
Allow your head and arms to hang loosely. 
Now breathe in deeply. 
Breathe out, groaning as you do. 
Breathe in and as you breathe out, slowly come up again. 

   

Have you prepared your content well enough?     

Have you rehearsed your talk?     

Have you done everything possible to avoid the avoidable risks?     

Have you clarified your standpoint?     

Have you memorised the starting formula?  
Breathe deeply. 
Stand up, walk to the front. 
Walk calmly, taking your time. 
Once in position, look briefly at your notes. 
Then consciously look at the audience. 
Look at a few people. 
If you can, give your audience a smile. 
Look for those who smile back and choose them as your light-towers. 
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Chapter 8 

Checklist Questions  Check  

Are you painting concrete pictures in the minds of your listeners?     

Are you addressing your listeners’ senses: inspiring their minds to smell and see, to feel and touch?     

Are you using more verbs and fewer nouns?     

Are you using customary everyday English and avoiding abstract, unknown words?     

Are you using personal pronouns?  
(for every 100 words, 5-10% constitutes names, titles, and personal pronouns)  

   

Are you using short sentences?  
(10-15 words per sentence)  

   

Are you using active form rather than passive form?     

Are you mostly using shorter words? 
(60-70% use of one-syllabled words within your speech)  
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Chapter 10 

Checklist Questions  Notes       

Do I have only one concept per slide?     

Have I used headings or titles on every slide?     

Is there a maximum of 10-12 lines of text per slide?     

Will the colours I have chosen work with the lighting in 
the venue?  

   

Will my colours work with the lighting power of the 
projector?  

   

Is my animation simple?     

Is my slide background scheme appropriate for the 
presentation?  

   

Do I have a copy of my presentation on a memory 
stick in case I use another laptop other than my own?  

   

Should there be a power failure, do I have hardcopies 
of my most important slides?  

   

Should there be a power failure, do I have a printed 
hardcopy of my presentation?  
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Chapter 11 

List of Muscle Groups  Check  

Is there tension in your Feet and Ankles?     

Do you feel tension in your Lower Legs and Knees?     

Do you experience tension in your Upper Legs?     

Do your Buttocks feel uncomfortable?     

Do you feel tension in your Stomach area?     

How do your Spine and Back feel? Tense?     

Do you feel tension in your Ribs and Chest?     

Does your Chest feel heavy and constricted?     

Do you feel tense in your Shoulders and Shoulder Joints?     

Do you experience any uncomfortable sensations in your Upper Arms and Elbows?     

Do your Lower Arms feel numb and uncomfortable?     

Do your Wrists, Hands and Fingers feel tight?     

Do you feel tension in your Neck?     

Is there any tension in your Head?     

Does your Face feel tense?     

Is your Jaw tense and clenched?     

Do your Lips feel tight?     

Is your Tongue curled up and tense?     

 


